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powers, when the pendulum swung back once more.
With the birth of the Romantic School in the year 1798
Germany embarked yet again on a period of individ-
ualism^ the most fruitful of any for the literature of
Europe.
All this oscillating movement was accompanied by
a rapid development; the pendulum, so to speak,
never returned to the same place. A better image to
illustrate the movement of the century might, indeed,
have been that of a spiral staircase : the procession of
ideas ascends, and as it ascends it finds itself at one
moment at the classical side of the staircase, at another
at the individual side ; each time it returns to one side
or the other it finds itself, so to speak, higher up : and
it has attained this higher position by passing in the
interval to the opposite side. Take, for instance, the
three classic phases: they represent a steady advance
of the classic " idea " from the false classic through
the true, to the new humane classicism, in which, for
the first time, the ideals of Christian ethics are com-
pletely fused with the aesthetic ideals of antiquity.
Further, classicism could not go: nor did it try to go.
When, in the nineteenth century, Germany, having
exhausted her romanticism, let her pendulum swing
again, the new extreme it touched was rather social
and political—classicism is, as we have seen, primarily
a manifestation of the social idea—as represented by
the literature of " Young Germany ", In the same
way, progress is to be observed on the other side : the
first vague, undefined protest in Switzerland against
the pseudo-classic fetters, which made way for the
lyricism of Klopstock, was superseded, in the second
individualistic phase, by the defiance of all rules and
moderation in the " Sturm und Drang "„ Rousseau,
as we have seen, was the force behind this movement;
but the individualism of Rousseau and that of the
Germans were separated by a wide gulf. Rousseau
was essentially a practical genius, practical as no
German could be. While German poets dreamt

